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MARVEL ENTERTAINMENT ANNOUNCED OFFICIALLY THE MARVEL AVENGERS
ACADEMY
SUPER HERO SCHOOL OFFICIALLY IN SESSION

PARIS - LOS ANGELES - SAN FRANCISCO, 09.11.2015, 12:40 Time

USPA NEWS - TinyCo and Marvel Entertainment announced that Super Hero school is officially in session with MARVEL Avengers
Academy, an all-new adventure / simulation game. Currently in development for iPhone, iPad, iPod touch and Android devices,
MARVEL Avengers Academy will allow players...

TinyCo and Marvel Entertainment announced that Super Hero school is officially in session with MARVEL Avengers Academy, an all-
new adventure / simulation game. Currently in development for iPhone, iPad, iPod touch and Android devices, MARVEL Avengers
Academy will allow players to build their dream.

In MARVEL Avengers Academy players will unlock the young versions of their favorite Avengers characters through exploration, and
will upgrade and develop their superpowers and play through original narrative-driven stories written in partnership between TinyCo
and Marvel Entertainment. 

In MARVEL Avengers Academy, players will have the freedom to build and expand their own version of a prestigious Super Hero
campus, creating the ultimate environment for aspiring young Avengers to hone their skills by building and upgrading training facilities,
dorms, laboratories, classrooms, sports stadiums and much more.

Rosemann, a 20-year veteran of the Super Hero industry, is sharing his extensive knowledge of the Marvel Universe to help bring the
ever-expanding cast of MARVEL Avengers Academy to life. TinyCo has also enlisted the help of their own top tier talent, including
comic book and animation writer Allen Warner and David Nakayama, artist of numerous comic book covers for Marvel. 

Marvel Entertainment, LLC, a wholly-owned subsidiary of The Walt Disney Company, is one of the world's most prominent character-
based entertainment companies, built on a proven library of more than 8,000 characters featured in a variety of media over seventy-
five years.
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